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LINEARIZATION OF ANALYTIC AND NON{ANALYTIC GERMSOF DIFFEOMORPHISMS OF (C ; 0)TIMOTEO CARLETTI, STEFANO MARMIAbstrat. We study Siegel's enter problem on the linearization of germs ofdi�eomorphisms in one variable. In addition of the lassial problems of formaland analyti linearization, we give suÆient onditions for the linearization tobelong to some algebras of ultradi�erentiable germs losed under ompositionand derivation, inluding Gevrey lasses.In the analyti ase we give a positive answer to a question of J.-C. Yoozon the optimality of the estimates obtained by the lassial majorant seriesmethod.In the ultradi�erentiable ase we prove that the Brjuno ondition is suf-�ient for the linearization to belong to the same lass of the germ. If oneallows the linearization to be less regular than the germ one �nds new arith-metial onditions, weaker than the Brjuno ondition. We briey disuss theoptimality of our results. 1. introdutionIn this paper we study the Siegel enter problem [He℄. Consider two subalgebrasA1 � A2 of zC [[z℄℄ losed with respet to the omposition of formal series. Forexample zC [[z℄℄, zC fzg (the usual analyti ase) or Gevrey{s lasses, s > 0 (i.e.series F (z) =Pn�0 fnzn suh that there exist 1; 2 > 0 suh that jfnj � 1n2 (n!)sfor all n � 0). Let F 2 A1 being suh that F 0 (0) = � 2 C � . We say that F islinearizable in A2 if there exists H 2 A2 tangent to the identity and suh that(1.1) F ÆH = H ÆR�where R� (z) = �z. When j�j 6= 1, the Poinar�e-Konigs linearization theoremassures that F is linearizable in A2. When j�j = 1, � = e2�i!, the problem ismuh more diÆult, espeially if one looks for neessary and suÆient onditionson � whih assure that all F 2 A1 with the same � are linearizable in A2. Theonly trivial ase is A2 = zC [[z℄℄ (formal linearization) for whih one only needs toassume that � is not a root of unity, i.e. ! 2 R n Q.In the analyti ase A1 = A2 = zC fzg let S� denote the spae of analyti germsF 2 zC fzg analyti and injetive in the unit disk D and suh that DF (0) = � (notethat any F 2 zC fzg tangent to R� may be assumed to belong to S� provided thatthe variable z is suitably resaled). Let R(F ) denote the radius of onvergene ofthe unique tangent to the identity linearization H assoiated to F . J.-C. Yooz[Yo℄ proved that the Brjuno ondition (see Appendix A) is neessary and suÆientfor having R(F ) > 0 for all F 2 S�. More preisely Yooz proved the followingDate: September 20, 2004.Key words and phrases. Siegel's enter problem, small divisors, Gevrey lasses.1



2 TIMOTEO CARLETTI, STEFANO MARMIestimate: assume that � = e2�i! is a Brjuno number. There exists a universalonstant C > 0 (independent of �) suh thatj logR(!) +B(!)j � Cwhere R(!) = infF2S� R(F ) and B is the Brjuno funtion (A.3). Thus logR(!) ��B(!)� C.Brjuno's proof [Br℄ gives an estimate of the formlog r(!) � �C 0B(!)� C 00where one an hoose C 0 = 2 [He℄. Yooz's proof is based on a geometri renormal-ization argument and Yooz himself asked whether or not was possible to obtainC 0 = 1 by diret manipulation of the power series expansion of the linearization Has in Brjuno's proof ([Yo℄, Remarque 2.7.1, p. 21). Using an arithmetial lemmadue to Davie [Da℄ (Appendix B) we give a positive answer (Theorem 2.1) to Yooz'squestion.We then onsider the more general ultradi�erentiable ase A1 � A2 6= zC fzg.If one requires A2 = A1, i.e. the linearization H to be as regular as the givengerm F , one again the Brjuno ondition is suÆient. Our methods do not allowus to onlude that the Brjuno ondition is also neessary, a statement whih isin general false as we show in setion 2.3 where we exhibit a Gevrey{like lass forwhih the suÆient ondition oinides with the optimal arithmetial ondition forthe assoiated linear problem. Nevertheless it is quite interesting to notie thatgiven any algebra of formal power series whih is losed under omposition (as itshould if one whishes to study onjugay problems) and derivation a germ in thealgebra is linearizable in the same algebra if the Brjuno ondition is satis�ed.If the linearization is allowed to be less regular than the given germ (i.e. A1is a proper subset of A2) one �nds a new arithmetial ondition, weaker than theBrjuno ondition. This ondition is also optimal if the small divisors are replaedwith their absolute values as we show in setion 2.4. We disuss two examples,inluding Gevrey{s lasses.1Aknwoledgements. We are grateful to J.{C. Yooz for a very stimulating dis-ussion onerning Gevrey lasses and small divisor problems.2. the Siegel enter problemOur �rst step will be the formal solution of equation (1.1) assuming only thatF 2 zC [[z℄℄. Sine F 2 zC [[z℄℄ is assumed to be tangent to R� then F (z) =Pn�1 fnzn with f1 = �. Analogously sine H 2 zC [[z℄℄ is tangent to the identityH(z) = P1n=1 hnzn with h1 = 1. If � is not a root of unity equation (1.1) has aunique solution H 2 zC [[z℄℄ tangent to the identity: the power series oeÆientssatisfy the reurrene relation(2.1) h1 = 1 ; hn = 1�n � � nXm=2 fm Xn1+:::+nm=n ; ni�1hn1 : : : hnm :In [Ca℄ it is shown how to generalize the lassial Lagrange inversion formula tonon{analyti inversion problems on the �eld of formal power series so as to obtainan expliit non{reursive formula for the power series oeÆients of H .1We refer the reader interested in small divisors and Gevrey{s lasses to [Lo, GY1, GY2℄.



LINEARIZATION OF GERMS OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS 32.1. The analyti ase: a diret proof of Yooz's lower bound. Let S�denote the spae of germs F 2 zC fzg analyti and injetive in the unit disk D =fz 2 C ; jzj < 1g suh that DF (0) = � and assume that � = e2�i! with ! 2R nQ. With the topology of uniform onvergene on ompat subsets of D , S� is aompat spae. Let HF 2 zC [[z℄℄ denote the unique tangent to the identity formallinearization assoiated to F , i.e. the unique formal solution of (1.1). Its powerseries oeÆients are given by (2.1). Let R(F ) denote the radius of onvergene ofHF . Following Yooz ([Yo℄, p. 20) we de�neR(!) = infF2S�R(F ) :We will prove the followingTheorem 2.1. Yooz's lower bound.(2.2) logR(!) � �B(!)� Cwhere C is a universal onstant (independent of !) and B is the Brjuno funtion(A.3).Our method of proof of Theorem 2.1 will be to apply an arithmetial lemma dueto Davie (see Appendix B) to estimate the small divisors ontribution to (2.1). Thisis atually a variation of the lassial majorant series method as used in [Si, Br℄.Proof. Let s (z) = Pn�1 snzn be the unique solution analyti at z = 0 of theequation s (z) = z + � (s (z)), where �(z) = z2(2�z)(1�z)2 =Pn�2 nzn. The oeÆientssatisfy(2.3) s1 = 1 ; sn = nXm=2m Xn1+:::+nm=n ; ni�1 sn1 : : : snm :Clearly there exist two positive onstants 1; 2 suh that(2.4) jsnj � 1n2 :From the reurrene relation (2.1) and Bieberbah{De Branges's bound jfnj � nfor all n � 2 we obtain(2.5) jhnj � 1j�n � �j nXm=2m Xn1+:::+nm=n ; ni�1 jhn1 j : : : jhnm j :We now dedue by indution on n that jhnj � sneK(n�1) for n � 1, where Kis de�ned in Appendix B. If we assume this holds for all n0 < n then the aboveinequality gives(2.6) jhnj � 1j�n � �j nXm=2m Xn1+:::+nm=n ; ni�1 sn1 : : : snmeK(n1�1)+:::K(nm�1) :But K(n1�1)+ : : :K(nm�1) � K(n�2) � K(n�1)+log j�n��j and we deduethat(2.7) jhnj � eK(n�1) nXm=2m Xn1+:::+nm=n ; ni�1 sn1 : : : snm = sneK(n�1) ;as required. Theorem 2.1 then follows from the fat that n�1K(n) � B(!)+ 3 forsome universal onstant 3 > 0 (Davie's lemma, Appendix B).



4 TIMOTEO CARLETTI, STEFANO MARMI �2.2. The ultradi�erentiable ase. A lassial result of Borel says that the mapJR : C1([�1; 1℄;R) ! R[[x℄℄ whih assoiates to f its Taylor series at 0 is surjetive.On the other hand, C fzg = lim�!r>0O(D r ), where D r = fz 2 C ; jzj < rg and O(D r )is the C {vetor spae of C {valued funtions analyti in D r . Between C [[z℄℄ andC fzg one has many important algebras of \ultradi�erentiable" power series (i.e.asymptoti expansions at z = 0 of funtions whih are \between" C1 and C fzg).In this part we will study the ase A1 or A2 (or both) is neither zC fzg norzC [[z℄℄ but a general ultradi�erentiable algebra zC [[z℄℄(Mn) de�ned as follows.Let (Mn)n�1 be a sequene of positive real numbers suh that:0. infn�1M1=nn > 0;1. There exists C1 > 0 suh that Mn+1 � Cn+11 Mn for all n � 1;2. The sequene (Mn)n�1 is logarithmially onvex;3. MnMm �Mm+n�1 for all m;n � 1.De�nition 2.2. Let f =Pn�1 fnzn 2 zC [[z℄℄; f belongs to the algebra zC [[z℄℄(Mn)if there exist two positive onstants 1; 2 suh that(2.8) jfnj � 1n2Mn for all n � 1 :The role of the above assumptions on the sequene (Mn)n�1 is the following:0. assures that zC fzg � zC [[z℄℄(Mn); 1. implies that zC [[z℄℄(Mn) is stable forderivation. Condition 2. means that logMn is onvex, i.e. that the sequene(Mn+1=Mn) is inreasing; it implies that zC [[z℄℄(Mn)n�1 is an algebra, i.e. stableby multipliation. Condition 3. implies that this algebra is losed for omposition: iff; g 2 zC [[z℄℄(Mn)n�1 then f Æg 2 zC [[z℄℄(Mn)n�1 . This is a very natural assumptionsine we will study a onjugay problem.Let s > 0. A very important example of ultradi�erentiable algebra is given bythe algebra of Gevrey{s series whih is obtained hosing Mn = (n!)s. It is easyto hek that the assumptions 0.{3. are veri�ed. But also more rapidly growingsequenes may be onsidered suh as Mn = nanb with a > 0 and 1 < b < 2.We then have the followingTheorem 2.3.1. If F 2 zC [[z℄℄(Mn) and ! is a Brjuno number then also the linearization Hbelongs to the same algebra zC [[z℄℄(Mn).2. If F 2 zC fzg and ! veri�es(2.9) lim supn!+1 0�k(n)Xk=0 log qk+1qk � 1n logMn1A < +1where k(n) is de�ned by the ondition qk(n) � n < qk(n)+1, then the linearizationH 2 zC [[z℄℄(Mn).3. Let F 2 zC [[z℄℄(Nn), where the sequene (Nn) veri�es 0,1,2,3 and is asymptoti-ally bounded by the sequene (Mn) (i.e. Mn � Nn for all suÆiently large n). If! veri�es(2.10) lim supn!+1 0�k(n)Xk=0 log qk+1qk � 1n log MnNn1A < +1



LINEARIZATION OF GERMS OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS 5where k(n) is de�ned by the ondition qk(n) � n < qk(n)+1, then the linearizationH 2 zC [[z℄℄(Mn).Note that onditions (2.9) and (2.10) are generally weaker than the Brjuno on-dition. For example if given F analyti one only requires the linearization H to beGevrey{s then one an allow the denominators qk of the ontinued fration expan-sion of ! to verify qk+1 = O(e�qk ) for all 0 < � � s whereas an exponential growthrate of the denominators of the onvergents is learly forbidden from the Brjunoondition. If the linearization is required only to belong to the lass zC [[z℄℄(Mn)with Mn = nanb , with a > 0 and 1 < b < 2, one an even have qk+1 = O(e�q�k ) forall � > 0 and 1 < � < b and the seriesPk�0 log qk+1qbk onverges. This kind of serieshave been studied in detail in [MMY℄.Proof. We only prove (2.10) whih learly implies (2.9) (hoosing Nn � 1) and alsoassertion 1. (hoosing Mn � Nn).Sine it is not restritive to assume 1 � 1 and 2 � 1 in jfnj � 1n2Nn one animmediately hek by indution on n that jhnj � n�11 2n�22 snNneK(n�1), where snis de�ned in (2.3). Thus by (2.4) and Davie's lemma one has1n log jhnjMn � 3 + 1n log NnMn + k(n)Xk=0 log qk+1qkfor some suitable onstant 3 > 0. �Problem. Are the arithmetial onditions stated in Theorem 2.3 optimal? Inpartiular is it true that given any algebra A = zC [[z℄℄(Mn) and F 2 A then H 2 Aif and only if ! is a Brjuno number?We believe that this problem deserves further investigations and that some sur-prising results may be found. In the next two setions we will give some preliminaryresults.2.3. A Gevrey{like lass where the linear and non linear problem havethe same suÆient arithemtial ondition. Let C [[z℄℄s denote the algebra ofGevrey{s omplex formal power series, s > 0. If s0 > s > 0 then zC [[z℄℄s �zC [[z℄℄s0 ; let As = \s0>s zC [[z℄℄s0 :Clearly As is an algebra stable w.r.t. derivative and omposition. This algebra anbe equivalently haraterized requiring that given f (z) =Pn�1 fnzn 2 zC [[z℄℄ onehas(2.11) lim supn!1 logjfnjn logn � sConsider Euler's derivative (see [Du℄, setion 4)(2.12) (Æ�f)(z) = 1Xn=2(�n � �)fnzn ;



6 TIMOTEO CARLETTI, STEFANO MARMIwith � = e2�i!. It ats linearly on zAs and it is a linear automorphism of zAs ifand only if(2.13) limk!1 log qk+1qk log qk = 0where, as usual, (qk)k2N is the sequene of the denominators of the onvergents of!. This fat an be easily heked by applying the law of the best approximation(Lemma A.3, Appendix A) and the haraterization (2.11) toh(z) = (Æ�1� f)(z) =Xn�2 fn�n � �zn :Note that the arithmetial ondition log qk+1 = o (qk log qk) is muh weaker thanBrjuno's ondition.We now onsider the Siegel problem assoiated to a germ F 2 As. Applyingthe third statement of Theorem 2.3 with Nn = (n!)s+� and Mn = (n!)s+� for anypositive �xed � > � > 0 one �nds that if the following arithmetial ondition issatis�ed(2.14) limk!1 1log qk kXi=0 log qi+1qi = 0then the linearization HF also belongs to As.2The equivalene of (2.14) and (2.13) is the objet of the followingLemma 2.4. Let (ql)l�0 be the sequene of denominators of the onvergents of! 2 R n Q. The following statements are all equivalent:(1) limn!1 1lognPk(n)l=0 log ql+1ql = 0(2) Pk(n)l=0 log ql+1ql = o (log qk)(3) log qk+1 = o (qk log qk)Proof. 1. =) 2. is trivial (hoose n = qk(n)).2. =) 3. Writing for short k istead of k (n)1log qk kXl=0 log ql+1ql = log qk+1qk log qk + 1log qk k�1Xl=0 log ql+1ql= log qk+1qk log qk + o (log qk�1)log qkSine limk!1 o(log qk�1)log qk = 0 we get 3.2In Theorem 2.3 we proved that a suÆient ondition with this hoie of Mn and Nn islimsupn!+10�k(n)Xi=0 log qi+1qi � �� �n log (n!)1A � C < +1whih an be rewritten aslimsupn!+10�k(n)Xi=0 log qi+1qi � (�� �) log qk(n) � C1A = 0from whih (2.14) is just obtained dividing by log qk(n).



LINEARIZATION OF GERMS OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS 73. =) 1. First of all note that sine qk(n) � n 2. trivially implies 1. Thus it isenough to show that 3. =)2.log qk+1 = o (qk log qk) means:8� > 0 9n̂ (�) suh that 8l > n̂ (�) log ql+1ql log ql < �If log ql+1 < aq�l for some positive onstants a and � < 1 then:1log qk kXl=0 log ql+1ql � alog qk 1Xl=0 1q1��l � aClog qkfor some universal onstant C thanks to (A.2).If log ql+1 � aq�l and 12 < � < 1, onsider the deomposition:(2.15)1log qk kXl=0 log ql+1ql = log qk+1qk log qk| {z }1 + 1log qk n̂(�)Xl=0 log ql+1ql| {z }2 + 1log qk k�1Xl=n̂(�)+1 log ql+1ql| {z }3if k � 1 � n̂ (�) + 1 otherwise the seond and the third terms are replaed by1log qk Pk�1l=0 log ql+1ql . The third term an be bounded from above by:1log qk k�1Xl=n̂(�)+1 log ql+1ql � �log qk Xl=n̂(�)+1k�1 log ql � � (k � 1� n̂ (�)) log qk�1log qk :Sine log qj � 2eq 12j , from (A.1) and the hypothesis log ql+1 � aq�l we obtain:1log qk k�1Xl=n̂(�)+1 log ql+1ql � (k � 1) �aq�k�1 2e q 12k�1 �� �2ea (k � 1) e�(k�2)(�� 12 ) logG � �C1with C1 = 2ea e�1+(�� 12 ) logG(�� 12 ) logG , G = p5+12 .The seond term of (2.15) is bounded by1log qk n̂(�)Xl=0 log ql+1ql � C2(k � 1) logG� log 2 � �C2if k > k (�) > n̂(�), for some positive onstant C2.Putting these estimates together we an bound (2.15) with:1log qk kXl=0 log ql+1ql � �+ �C1 + �C2for all � > 0 and for all k > k (�), thus Pkl=0 logl+1ql = o (log qk) �



8 TIMOTEO CARLETTI, STEFANO MARMI2.4. Divergene of the modi�ed linearization power series when the ar-tihmetial onditions of Theorem 2.3 are not satis�ed. In Theorem 2.3 weproved that if F 2 zC fzg and ! veri�es ondition (2.9) then the linearizationH 2 zC [[z℄℄(Mn). The power series oeÆients hn of H are given by (2.1).Let us de�ne the sequene of stritly positive real numbers (~hn)n�0 as follows:(2.16) ~h0 = 1 ; ~hn = 1j�n � 1j n+1Xm=2 jfmj Xn1+:::+nm=n+1�m;ni�0 ~hn1 : : : ~hnm :Clearly jhnj � ~hn+1. Let ~H denote the formal power series assoiated to thesequene (~hn)n�0(2.17) ~H(z) = 1Xm=1 ~hn�1znFollowing losely [Yo℄, Appendie 2, in this setion we will prove that if ondition(2.9) is violated then ~H doesn't belong to zC [[z℄℄(Mn).Note that sine it is not restritive to assume that jf2j � 1 one has(2.18) ~hn > n�1Xk=0 ~hk~hn�1�k � ~hn�1 ;thus the sequene (~hn)n�0 is stritly inreasing.Let ! be an irrational number whih violates (2.9) and let U = fqj : qj+1 �(qj + 1)2g where (qj)j�1 are the denominators of the onvergents of x. Sineinfn 1n logMn =  > �1 we have:k(n)Xqj 62U;j=0 log qj+1qj � logMnn � k(n)Xqj 62U;j=0 2 log (qj + 1)qj �  = ~ < +1where k (n) is de�ned by: qk(n) � n < qk(n)+1.On the other hand lim supn!1 �Pk(n)j=0 log qj+1qj � logMnn � = 1 thus(2.19) lim supn!1 0� k(n)Xqj2U :j=0 log qj+1qj � logMnn 1A =1this implies that U is not empty. From now on the elements of U will be denotedby: q00 < q01 < : : :.Let ni = b q0i+1q0i+1.Lemma 2.5. The subsequene �~hq0i�i�0 veri�es:(2.20) ~hq0i+1 � 1j�q0i+1 � 1j~hniq0i :Proof. From the de�nition (2.16) and the assumption jf2j � 1 it follows that~h2s�1 � jf2jj�2s�1 � 1j~h2s�1 � ~h2s�12



LINEARIZATION OF GERMS OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS 9thus for all i � 2 and s � 1 one has(2.21) ~h2s�1 � ~his�12 :Choosing s = q0i + 1, i = ni this leads to the desired estimate:~hq0i+1 � 2jf2jj�q0i+1 � 1j~hq0i+1�1 � 2jf2jj�q0i+1 � 1j~hni(q0i+1)�1 � ~hniq0ij�q0i+1 � 1j : �By means of the previous lemma we an now prove that lim supn!1 1n log ~hnMn =+1.Let �i = ni q0iq0i+1 . Then 1 � �i � �1� 1q0i+1�2, whih assures that Qi�0 �i = for some �nite onstant  (depending on !). Then from (2.20) we get:1q0i+1 log ~hq0i+1Mq0i+1 � 24i+1Xj=1� log j�q0j � 1jq0j � 1q0i+1 logMq0i+135+ 4whih diverges as i!1.Appendix A. ontinued frations and Brjuno's numbersHere we summarize briey some basi notions on ontinued fration developmentand we de�ne the Brjuno numbers.For a real number !, we note b! its integer part and f!g = !�b! its frationalpart. We de�ne the Gauss' ontinued fration algorithm:� a0 = b! and !0 = f!g� for all n � 1: an = b 1!n�1  and !n = f 1!n�1 gnamely the following representation of !:! = a0 + !0 = a0 + 1a1 + !1 = : : :For short we use the notation ! = [a0; a1; : : : ; an; : : :℄.It is well known that to every expression [a0; a1; : : : ; an; : : :℄ there orrespondsa unique irrational number. Let us de�ne the sequenes (pn)n2N and (qn)n2N asfollows: q�2 = 1, q�1 = 0, qn = anqn�1 + qn�2p�2 = 0, p�1 = 1, pn = anpn�1 + pn�2It is easy to show that: pnqn = [a0; a1; : : : ; an℄.For any given ! 2 R n Q the sequene �pnqn �n2N satis�es(A.1) qn �  p5 + 12 !n�1 ; n � 1thus(A.2) Xk�0 1qk � p5 + 52 and Xk�0 log qkqk � 1e 2 542 34 � 1 ;and it has the following important properties:



10 TIMOTEO CARLETTI, STEFANO MARMILemma A.1. for all n � 1 then: 1qn+qn+1 � jqn! � pnj < 1qn+1 .Lemma A.2. If for some integer r and s, j ! � rs j� 12s2 then rs = pkqk for someinteger k.Lemma A.3. The law of best approximation: if 1 � q � qk, (p; q) 6= (pn; qn)and n � 1 then jqx � pj > jqnx � pnj. Moreover if (p; q) 6= (pn�1; qn�1) thenjqx� pj > jqn�1x� pn�1j.For a proof of these standard lemmas we refer to [HW℄.The growth rate of (qn)n2N desribes how rapidly ! an be approximated byrational numbers. For example ! is a diophantine number [Si℄ if and only if thereexist two onstants  > 0 and � � 1 suh that qn+1 � q�n for all n � 0.To every ! 2 R nQ we assoiate, using its onvergents, an arithmetial funtion:(A.3) B (!) =Xn�0 log qn+1qnWe say that ! is a Brjuno number or that it satis�es the Brjuno ondition if B (!) <+1. The Brjuno ondition gives a limitation to the growth rate of (qn)n2N. It wasoriginally introdued by A.D.Brjuno [Br℄. The Brjuno ondition is weaker thanthe Diophantine ondition: for example if an+1 � ean for some positive onstant and for all n � 0 then ! = [a0; a1; : : : ; an; : : :℄ is a Brjuno number but is not adiophantine number. Appendix B. Davie's lemmaIn this appendix we summarize the result of [Da℄ that we use, in partiularLemma B.4. Let ! 2 R nQ and fqngn2N the partial denominators of the ontinuedfration for ! in the Gauss' development.De�nition B.1. Let Ak = nn � 0 j kn!k � 18qko, Ek = max (qk; qk+1=4) and�k = qk=Ek. Let A�k be the set of non negative integers j suh that either j 2 Akor for some j1 and j2 in Ak, with j2� j1 < Ek, one has j1 < j < j2 and qk dividesj � j1. For any non negative integer n de�ne:l (n) = max�(1 + �k) nqk � 2; (mn�k + n) 1qk � 1�where mn = maxfj j 0 � j � n; j 2 A�kg. We then de�ne the funtion hk (n)hk (n) = (mn+�knqk � 1 if mn + qk 2 A�kl (n) if mn + qk 62 A�kThe funtion hk (n) has some properties olleted in the following propositionProposition B.2. The funtion hk (n) veri�es;(1) (1+�k)nqk � 2 � hk (n) � (1+�k)nqk � 1 for all n.(2) If n > 0 and n 2 A�k then hk (n) � hk (n� 1) + 1.(3) hk (n) � hk (n� 1) for all n > 0.(4) hk (n+ qk) � hk (n) + 1 for all n.Now we set gk (n) = max�hk (n) ; b nqk � and we state the following proposition



LINEARIZATION OF GERMS OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS 11Proposition B.3. The funtion gk is non negative and veri�es:(1) gk (0) = 0(2) gk (n) � (1+�k)nqk for all n(3) gk (n1) + gk (n2) � gk (n1 + n2) for all n1 and n2(4) if n 2 Ak and n > 0 then gk (n) � gk (n� 1) + 1The proof of these propositions an be found in [Da℄.Let k(n) be de�ned by the ondition qk(n) � n < qk(n)+1. Note that k is non{dereasing.Lemma B.4. Davie's lemma LetK(n) = n log 2 + k(n)Xk=0 gk(n) log(2qk+1) :The funtion K (n) veri�es:(1) There exists a universal onstant 3 > 0 suh thatK(n) � n0�k(n)Xk=0 log qk+1qk + 31A ;(2) K(n1) +K(n2) � K(n1 + n2) for all n1 and n2;(3) � log j�n � 1j � K(n)�K(n� 1).The proof is a straightforward appliation of Proposition B.3.Referenes[Br℄ A.D.Brjuno: Analityal form of di�erential equation, Trans. Mosow Math. So. 25, 131�288 (1971)[Ca℄ T. Carletti: The Lagrange inversion formula on non{arhimedean �elds, preprint (1999)[Da℄ A.M.Davie: The ritial funtion for the semistandard map. Nonlinearity 7, 21�37 (1990)[Du℄ D.Duverney: U-D�erivation, Annales de la Fault�e des Sienes de Toulouse, vol II, 3 (1993)[GY1℄ T. Gramhev and M. Yoshino: WKB Analysis to Global Solvability and Hypoelliptiity,Publ. Res. Inst. Math. Si. Kyoto Univ. 31, 443 � 464, (1995)[GY2℄ T. Gramhev and M. Yoshino: Rapidly onvergent iteration method for simultaneousnormal forms of ommuting maps, preprint, (1997)[He℄ M.R.Herman: Reent Results and Some Open Questions on Siegel's Linearization Theoremof Germs of Complex Analyti Di�eomorphisms of Cn near a Fixed Point, Pro. VIII Int.Conf. Math. Phys. Mebkhout Seneor Eds. World Sienti�, 138� 184, (1986)[HW℄ G.H.Hardy and E.M.Wright: An introdution to the theory of numbers, 5th edition OxfordUniv. Press[Lo℄ P. Lohak: Canonial perturbation theory via simultaneous approximation, Russ. Math.Surv. 47, 57 � 133, (1992)[MMY℄ S.Marmi, P.Moussa and J.-C. Yooz: The Brjuno funtions and their regularity proper-ties, Communiations in Mathematial Physis 186, 265 � 293, (1997)[Si℄ C.L.Siegel: Iteration of analyti funtions, Annals of Mathematis 43 (1942) 807 � 812[Yo℄ J.-C.Yooz: Th�eor�eme de Siegel, polynômes quadratiques et nombres de Brjuno,Ast�erisque 231, 3� 88 (1995)(Timoteo Carletti, Stefano Marmi) Dipartimento di Matematia \Ulisse Dini", VialeMorgagni 67/A, 50134 Florene, ItalyE-mail address, Timoteo Carletti: arletti�udini.math.unifi.itE-mail address, Stefano Marmi: marmi�udini.math.unifi.it


